2006 toyota scion

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. This Scion was traded in because of its high mileage. Do not buy this vehicle as a
starter vehicle for a son or daughter. Please do not consider purchasing this vehicle unless you
have extensive mechanical knowledge and ability. This vehicle is posted for sale due to
automated processes and is deemed 'wholesale'. We as Rogers-Dabbs Chevrolet do not
represent this vehicle as reliable or dependable. This Scion can fail on you at any moment, at
any time. This vehicle does not have a 7 day, 14 day, 30 day, 90 day, or any amount of days
warranty. All sales are final. Only in-person cash offers are accepted after visual inspection of
potential buyer. Hyman Bros. We can ship this vehicle to you. We are highly experienced in
selling cars out of state and make the process simple and quick. We have been in business
since and have maintained a perfect reputation! Please call to speak with a sales consultant or
go to Our promise is to provide our customers with the best possible reconditioned used car on
the market. Every used car is run through a point quality control inspection- We pay our
mechanics to find any issues so you don't have to. The warranty allows you to fix the vehicle at
any shop that you choose- not just us. Less time negotiating and more time finding the vehicle
that best matches your wants and needs. We look forward to your visit. Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. This Silver Scion xB Base might be just
the 4 dr wagon for you. This gently treated vehicle only had one previous owner. Exhibiting a
ravishing silver exterior and a black interior, this vehicle won't be on the market for long. Rock
out with great audio features like CD player. Tinted windows will keep those seats fresh and
prevent cracks and fading. Don't regret waiting on this one! Call today to schedule your test
drive. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: all new tires! Buy with
confidence. We preform a certified safety inspection on every vehicle we offer. All of our
Pre-Owned vehicles are backed by a 5 day mile money back guarantee. We specialize in all
types of finance options for every type of credit history. All trade-ins accepted including
motorcycles, no year or mile restrictions! If you want a versatile four-door car that comes with
loads of standard features and is affordable, the xB is a great choice. The new 2. The xB comes
pre-loaded with many features that make it particularly attractive for the asking price. Inside,
some of these features are air conditioning, cruise control, remote keyless entry, an audio
system with six speakers, tire pressure monitoring system TPMS , vehicle stability and traction
controls and a first-aid kit, and so much more! This vehicle is located at our Waterford
Dealership! We Accept All Trade-Ins!!! We Buy Cars!!! One of the finest car dealerships in NJ!
We have a vast inventory for you to choose from. Let our knowledgeable service and finance
experts help you get behind the wheel of the perfect vehicle that suits all of your lifestyle needs!
We Finance everyone! No credit, good credit, or bad credit, any credit situation - we will find a
vehicle for you. We accept all trade-ins! Please feel free to contact our Sales Team for
availability and location We don't charge any hiding fees and we have great warranty's for you
to choose from. Our Hours of operation are 9 am - 7 pm Monday through Saturday. This Scion
xB 4dr 5dr Wagon Automatic features a 2. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Manual transmission.
The vehicle is Silver with a Charcoal interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available.
Available for almost all of our vehicles at our advertised price! Haggle free Cash Pricing! Visit
us sensiblechoiceauto. Hollywood, CA. Anti-lock brakes are standard on this small suv. Light
weight alloy wheels on this model are the perfect compliment to a stylish body. This small suv
has an elegant black exterior finish. It features cruise control for long trips. Electronic Stability
Control is one of many advanced safety features on the Scion xB. This Scion xB has a L4, 2.
Front and rear side curtain airbags are included on this model. This small suv has front air bags
that will protect you and your passenger in the event of an accident. Stay safe with additional
front side curtain airbags. Front wheel drive on this small suv gives you better traction and
better fuel economy. This vehicle is equipped with a gasoline engine. Quickly unlock it with
keyless entry. Enjoy your music even more with the premium sound system in this small suv.
The satellite radio system in the Scion xB gives you access to hundreds of nation-wide radio
stations with a clear digital signal. This small SUV will zip through traffic. This unit features a tilt
steering wheel. This Scion xB comes standard with a state of the art traction control system.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic

Manual Engine Type Gas 2. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders 2. Interior Color
Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. Check Availability. Close Hyman Bros. New Listing.
Frame damage. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. More than a quarter of
a million miles on this machine and still going!! I got this scion xb when I moved out 60 miles
from my work. I ran this car for 5 years driving to work and back. Its really fun to drive and made
my commute much easier. I get over miles per tank. This is a reliable car.. I have only done
minor repairs like oil changes, tires. This is a fun and great car to drive! Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Jeff the sale
representative from the start was very personal, helpful, courteous, and professional. We had to
travel from California to Arizona in seeing and driving the vehicle. Jeff honesty and reassurance
made it easy and comfortable with us traveling such distances. We have recommended others
to the Jeff and the dealership. My experience was a great success. Ron and his son were very
helpful, respectful, kind,and friendly. I look forward to getting my car very soon. Brook made it
very easy and comfortable to purchase a vehicle. He answered all my questions and applied no
pressure during the sale. He took vet good care of me and explained everything through out the
purchase. I will buy my next vehicle from them again! Responded quickly and professionally. I
did not go through with any deals. The Kia forte 5 was to small of a vehicle. Definitely would
recommend and return in the future. Thank you Brick City Motors. Helpful friendly staff. Jerry
was very helpful and showed me the truck I was interested in and said he had another truck
similar to the one I interested. After viewing both trucks my wife and I decided on the truck had
gone to see. Very knowledgeable salesman. He spent a lot of time answering questions for us.
We are happy with our purchase. Excellent dealership! I would recommend them to anyone
looking for a fine automobile. Very professional. Got there late, was still welcomed. We test
drove the car and returned the next day to purchase. Small lot but several nice cars. The car
was listed as a 5spd manual shift! I drive 70 miles to the dealership and find out that it is a
autonatic trans. Very pissed The representative of this dealership, George, answered all of my
questions , allowed me to have a mechanic look at my vehicle before I bought it , was fair,
honest , patient and reasonable, and completed all necessary paperwork. Such a refreshing
experience especially in this active used car market. I will definitely return there for future
purchases. I was encouraged to come see the truck and test drive it. It sold before I had the
chance to do so. They were very resreponsive and helpfull with the financing. I bought a Ford
Escape and overall am pleased with it so far. The sales person was very knowledgeable and
very nice and friendly like we knew each other for quiet some times and I will visit again when
doing my car shopping thanks a lot guys at auto mart. I called them, and got the info and picture
I needed to determine the car I was interested in. Unfortunately, I wasn't able to show up - since
it was pretty distant to my location. Nonetheless, I am grateful for the info and timely response.
Great service with no pressure. Delivered on what they said and provided a good car at a good
price. Wouldn't take financing from no one but thier own. Was responsive. No likely to negotiate
on price if not using thier financing. Toyota first targeted a more youthful market with the
addition of the Matrix in They followed with this unique new make in Toyota shares its sales lots
with Scion, offering younger buyers, many first-timers, a hassle-free experience and a highly
customizable car. The tC is differentiated from the xA and xB by a more traditional design. It is
only available in one trim, with either a four-speed automatic or five-speed manual
transmission. A three-spoke steering wheel with audio controls is new for , as is a Pioneer
sound system with an MP3 input jack. The tC comes equipped with ABS with Toyota's
Electronic Brake-force Distribution, one-touch power windows, keyless entry, air conditioning,
cruise control, and the aforementioned Pioneer system. There is a wide variety of
dealer-installed upgrades, mostly geared towards the appearance and the sound system. The tC
shares a power plant with the base model Camry: 2. This engine delivers horsepower and
pound-feet of torque, and it is paired with a five speed manual transmission. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Scion tC
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and

shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2004 nissan quest radio for sale
92 eg sedan
2002 explorer wont start
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

